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The GoD Unit is a first-person physics-based puzzle game set in a near pre-apocalyptic future.Players must solve physical puzzles by manipulating the mass of special cubes in real time and combining this ability with other more conventional and familiar mechanics while progressing through the
B-O-NYX Corporation testing facility and discovering the story of the protagonist and the unsettling lore of the world that is about to end.Game features:- Unique mechanics combinations that encourage out-of-the-box thinking;- 42+ levels ranging from fairly simple to "I just want to lie down and
cry" challenging;- Scattered pieces of lore that reward the most attentive players; and- Jokes that are hopefully funny to anyone besides the authors;About This ContentThe soundtrack for Portal is contained in the The Orange Box Original Soundtrack released on December 21, 2007. Record the
actions of your charactersPotatoes will repeat the actions you recorded, use this to complete the levelCoordinate potatoesIn order to reach the objectives, you have to coordinate potatoesPlatformingRun away from enemies, but don't fall!PuzzlesThe game provides a lot of different enigmas, can
you solve them all?Gameplay In The Dark:The GoD Unit is a first-person physics-based puzzle game set in a near pre-apocalyptic future.Players must solve physical puzzles by manipulating the mass of special cubes in real time and combining this ability with other more conventional and familiar
mechanics while progressing through the B-O-NYX Corporation testing facility and discovering the story of the protagonist and the unsettling lore of the world that is about to end.Game features:- Unique mechanics combinations that encourage out-of-the-box thinking;- 42+ levels ranging from
fairly simple to "I just want to lie down and cry" challenging;- Scattered pieces of lore that reward the most attentive players; and- Jokes that are hopefully funny to anyone besides the authors; The soundtrack for Portal is contained in the The Orange Box Original Soundtrack released on
December 21, 2007. Record the actions of your charactersPotatoes will repeat the actions you recorded, use this to complete the levelCoordinate potatoesIn order to reach the objectives, you have to coordinate potatoesPlatformingRun away from enemies, but don't fall!PuzzlesThe game provides
a lot of different enigmas, can you solve them all?Gameplay In The Dark:The GoD Unit is a first-person physics-based puzzle game set in a near pre-apocalyptic
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System Requirements For In The Dark:
Minimum: OS: 64-bit OS Processor: Intel Core i5-6600K / AMD Ryzen 5 1600X Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6 GB / AMD Radeon RX 460 Network: Broadband
Internet connection Storage: 3 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i7-6700K / AMD Ryzen 7 1700X Memory: 16 GB RAM
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